
          Bill ‘Ubi’ Dwyer, then in his late 40s 

The end of Windsor Free People’s Festival 
1974 was the last year of the Windsor Free Festival. As I’ve already mentioned, Ubi Dwyer 
was in jail at the time of the event and it was loosely co-ordinated by a group of mostly 

London-based communitarians. Ubi 
had apparently printed about 300,000 
leaflets proclaiming the 3rd festival, and 
it was obvious that greater numbers 
than ever would attend. About 15,000 
had attended the second event. 
Anything up to 60,000 attended the 
third festival – depending on whose 
account you believe. In amongst the 
crowd  were the likes of Nicholas 
Saunders, Nicholas Albery, Sid Rawle, 
Wally Hope (on his way with a small 
tribe of Wallies back from Stonehenge) 
and Heathcote Williams – luminaries 
from the group known as the Albion 
Free State, which was probably 
established at the abandoned Roxy 
cinema in London.  

 
Ubi Dwyer and others such as Nick Forrest, Gabriel Connaughton, Ron Evans and Sid were 
the sometime organisers and stage managers of the Windsor free event. Meanwhile, Nicholas 
Albery, Heathcote Williams and their Albion crew produced an ‘alternative’, alternative 
newspaper, since there already was a publication 
from the Windsor Freek Press, who were a much 
more politically focused group. Mac MacDhomhnuil 
from that group says, “I was part of a group of non-
authoritarian communists, feminists and anarchist 
freeks…I saw myself then as part of a movement to 
radicalise the freeks away from love and peace and 
passivitiy, and towards more direct action and the 

building of a 
federated 
anarchist 
movement.”  
Nicholas 
Albery called 
them, 
“Marxist 
Leninist 
Libertarians” 
and 
according to 
him, the 
Freek Press 
bulletin “was riddled with superiority and scorn, and 
with attacks on friends Wally and Ubi as well as the 
‘pigs’ .”  The Albion Free State paper was a different 
kind of freek press. At its heart it was a manifesto for 
free love, natural birthing, in fact an advert for the 
establishment of the Albion Free State. They had lots 
of nice hippy anarchist notions such as replacing the 
Queen’s head on banknotes with William Blake’s. 
Their national anthem was reprinted on the back page. 

It starts with the words: 
“Giants built Stonehenge, giants built this land 

Let’s spurt up like mushrooms and seize the upper hand 
ALBION FREE STATE 



We’ll build free cities of life and love, 
Get a soul job every second from below and above. 

ALBION FREE STATE” 
 
There’s a lot more of it in the same vein. It ends: 

“Sky sisters and brothers arise! Black druids arise! Workers arise! 
Zombies arise! Singers arise! Harpies arise! Architects arise! 

Scholars arise! Arseholes arise! Geniuses arise! 
Thieves arise! Gangsters of love – Arise!” 

 
Windsor 74 was far from being a laid-back event. The Queen’s Crown Commissioners had 
made a point of banning the event, and had put in steel posts to stop vehicles for the bands 
getting onto site. The Thames Valley Police were present in an enormous show of strength, 
but hadn’t arrived early enough to stop thousands of people occupying the Great Park. 
Richard Aldridge says, “There were ten times as many people and several stages offering 
loads of bands.”  One of the Commune members quoted at The Archive, describes the ’74 
event: 
“When we began to walk down to the festival site itself the number of police lining the 
roadside was just HUGE. There seemed to be a policeman every fifty feet or so, it was 
somewhat intimidating….undercover police could be spotted a mile off as they had such short 
hair and crappy clothes.” 
 
Later, as his group of friends tried to move their van off site, they 
were stopped and searched: 
“The policewoman who searched the ladies spat, 
‘OK bitches, where’s the stuff?’ 
to which the girls innocently replied (with wide eyes and voices 
pure as driven snow): 
‘What do you mean by stuff, your highness?’ 
‘You know what I mean, where’s the drugs?’ 
Then to my wife, who had on a Robert Crumb badge we’d made 
bearing the slogan: THE AARDVARK KILT THE JOHN, 
emblazoned across its two inch face: 
‘What is this – some sort of secret drug code?’ 
which caused us all to fall around with mirth.” 
 
Whilst the above writer left the site before the police moved in to close the festival, others like 
Nicholas Albery were involved in the forefront of the action to thwart, or at least slow down the 
line of police. He recounts that he printed off two versions, and more than a thousand leaflets 
on the Freek Press duplicator. The second one proclaimed: “The police have a piece of paper 
saying under the bye-laws that they have a right to ask people to move out of the park BUT  it 
doesn’t add the full story, which is police must have reasonable grounds.”  
Subsequently, Nicholas along with many others, chanted, drummed and sang songs such as, 
‘We shall not be moved’ and the ‘Hare Krishna’ chant at the police and Nicholas stripped off 
down to a pair of gym shoes and his mini Arab gown, saying that he thought that “as a 
ringleader, I might as well change into my most innocuous and crazy outfit…the police would 
be less able to pin a false charge on me like offensive weapons, if I wasn’t wearing anything.” 
 
It didn’t really protect Nicholas, who found himself lifted up by four policemen and was hit in 
the face. Afterwards, Wally Hope, according to Nicholas loudly proclaimed to Nicholas, “Your 
free,” and to the surrounding crowd, “He’s a hero, build him a statue!” Many others of their 
friends were taken into police custody and the Release organisation received over 200 claims 
of alleged police brutality. For the next week it was centre of media reporting. One 
characteristically off-beat view of the events at Windsor came from George Melly: 
“The last bastion of all that was the free festival (occurred) at Windsor last week and anyone 
rash enough to prefer to go there was at risk. Free food, free music, people peeing in bushes 
and poking whatever and poking wherever and whenever they felt like it, and on Royal ground 
too and without permission - there'll be no more of that! “ 
 



“So the law moved in with truncheons and shut the whole thing down. But why? Why do they 
hate freedom so much? Why, now that the moment of youthful hope is dying, do they find it 
necessary to stomp on its last moribund manifestations ? They are nothing like as fierce 
about football hooliganism - do they think that it's more manly, more easily channelled into 
violence under licence for the benefit of an increasingly intolerant society? My middle-aged 
body was well nourished and well paid to be in Reading (for the Jazz festival there). My spirit 
mourned for Windsor; the pathetic and perhaps the last manifestation of peace and love.” 
 
But this wasn’t the end of the affair. Nicholas, Heathcote and Diana Senior sued David 
Holdsworth, the Thames Valley Chief Constable for creating a riotous situation in which the 
defendant’s agents truck the plaintiffs. There was more to it than that, but the case did reach 
court and the Nicholas (especially), Heathcote and Diana along with their supporters such as 
Don Aitken and Sid Rawle, turned the court case into something more akin to a carnival 
rather than a court proceedings. It also provided a focus for many of the future Stonehenge 
organisers. The BIT collective’s version of the events is a wry leftfield ‘take’ on the events – 
full of puns, what Rarridge, a later editor of the account, said, “left no turn unstoned.” 
 
The case was heard in Slough County Court and started on January 6th 1975. BIT reported in 
their magazine, Bitbetter: 
“Nicholas is dressed as Ni Chom Abla Dev, a Pearly King robe 
from Kingdom of Swat (via Hindu Kush in Portobello Road) and a 
Santa Claus beard…Diana is dressed in high heeled sneakers 
and erotic rings, and Heathcote is wearing a hand maid mourning 
suit…” 
 
“The purpose of the police is to create a society in which a police 
force is obsolete. Windsor Free Festival was a security leak from 
the future: such a society was created there, and we had to sing 
its echoes to the court…In addition to proving the assaults upon 
our persons Diana had a hank of hair pulled out by a truncheon 
swinger, Nicholas was punched heavily in the face and Heathcote 
seized from behind and hurled onto the scaffolding underneath 
Stage A…surely no-one should ever be touched without love?; 
we also wanted to prove that the whole police action was illegal.” 
 
At the beginning of the case, Nicholas had thought about objecting to the judge, but instead 
he announced, “We looked you up in ‘Who’s Who’, and it listed your recreation as roses, and 
we decided, well, a person who likes roses can’t be all bad.”  Nicholas spent much of the trial 
getting pissed, by adding alcohol to a bottle of cough syrup he told the judge he needed.  
He said, “I was drunk in the witness box and enjoying myself tremendously.” 
 The judge asked him, “How do you feel about the policemen who were injured on that day?” 
He replied: “I sympathise with them, and I advise them to join us in suing the Chief Constable 
for placing them in an intolerable situation unnecessarily.” 
 
Continuing (but briefly) from the Bitbetter account: 
“Nicholas sang out at Superintendent Emery, who was responsible for smashing Stage A, that 
it would have been much wiser if they had moved in 600 Hare Krishna chanters instead of 
600 cops as a ‘healing balm’. ‘It would have rendered your men willy nilly into a state of bliss,’ 
and the gallery glowed.” 
 
“Diana asked the Assistant Chief Cop why they’d moved in, and he said, ‘Because we 
apprehended a breach of the peace.’ ‘At eight in the morning, when almost everyone was 
asleep? What breach of the peace did you apprehend then? Snoring? And the gallery glowed 
again.” 
 
“The judge finally decided that we were innocent, amiable, peaceloving people and that we’d 
caught the reverb from all these hooligans trying innocent, amiable peaceloving pigs beyond 
endurance, slightly fuelled by the use of what the judge termed as, ‘unblooded officers, 
perhaps over-zealous in proving their mettle. Double the damages claimed and costs’.” 



Nichoals Albery a bit later in life 

 
“Nicholas Saunders took us all back to the smoke 
in his pantechnicon, filled with cider and sweet 
sounds, and Ubi and Nicholas and Sid and Steve 
schemed about next year’s festival…Little Ingoland 
is no more. Albion Dances! Even in the law bound 
morgues of the dead death culture...FREE 
STATE…Free everything! Freedom is a career, 
and State is only ecstasy.” 
 
At the end of it all, the festival movement had 
suffered a set-back, but the spirit was to live on to 
Stonehenge and beyond. And along the way it was 
to grow and metamorphose in a number of ways. 
 

“It is not enough to curse the darkness 
It is necessary to light a lamp, 

Once lit, the light will never disappear.” 
 
 
The Magnificent Megaliths 

“The evidence is indisputable that Stonehenge and the surrounding area is one of the most 
powerful spiritual areas in Europe. It is right that we should meekly stand in the presence of 

God, but it is proper that we should sing and dance and shout for joy and love and mercy that 
He shows us…Holy land is Holy land and our right to be upon it cannot be denied.” 

Sid Rawle, 1978 in his 28th June letter to The Times 

 
Like Windsor Great Park, which was nicked by George III for the Hanoverian royals, 
Stonehenge should belong to the people; not for English Heritage to ring-fence and charge 
coach-loads of Japanese and American tourists for a ten minute ogle. I’ve already written with 
friends in A time to travel? An introduction to Britain’s newer Travellers about how the Chubb 
family donated Stonehenge to the nation in the form of the Commissioners of Works in 1918. 
This denial of access to land is infrequently commented upon in British society or its media. 
Alan Howard, a former vice-chairman of the Ramblers’ Association summed it up well: 
“The four things about the countryside we tend as a nation to accept without question: 
ownership of much by few; owners’ rights to vandalise; owners’ rights to exclusive enjoyment 
of what remains unvandalised; and owners’ rights to receive billions of pounds in handouts 
from the taxpayer.” 
 
This is pretty much true in the case of Stonehenge – protected in the past decades from or for 
the people by English Heritage and the National Trust. I know what I think! 
 



As a place of pilgrimage and celebration, successive generations in the twentieth (and now 
twenty-first) centuries have enjoyed it as place for supposedly Druidic or neo-Pagan 

festivities. The nation’s 
beloved Winston Churchill 
was a member of the 
Ancient Order of Druids, 
having been initiated into the 
Albion Lodge at Oxford. This 
photo pictures him in 1908 
hosting a meet of the 
Ancient Order at Blenheim 
Palace on the 15th August. In 
fact, at around this same 
time the number of Druid 
sects multiplied to five by 
1923, and they vied to 
perform their own 
ceremonies each year at the 
Stones. It still happens 

today! However, even without these particular celebrants, the very precise location of the 
megalithic circle seems to have a profound significance – even if it was a mile or so moved in 
any direction, the 
alignment of the sunrise 
over the heel stone 
wouldn’t work. This has 
in turn led to enormous 
speculation concerning 
who built it in three 
phases from about 3000 
BC to 1600 BC, and how 
they came by such 
specialised knowledge of 
higher mathematics, 
geometry and 
astronomy.  
 
Back in the Twelfth 
century, Geoffrey of 
Monmouth kicked off this 
‘game’ with his view that 
Merlin had used magic 
‘contrivances’  – the 
mental power of ‘mena’ 
–  telekinesis – to help 
Uther Pendragon’s 
troops move the stones 
by ship, from (he said) 
Ireland to the Mount of 
Ambrius (Amesbury). He 
called Stonehenge the 
Choreum Gigantum, the 
‘Giants’ Dance’. In 1600 
William Rogers 
produced a drawing of 
the stones dancing. 
Somehow that title for 
the monument seems 
especially appropriate. I 
like it better than John 
Fowles’ interpretation: 



“The very name of the place…is a kind of grim joke. The –henge part comes from the Old 
English verb ‘henge’, and suggests the gallows. Stones on a gibbet, sky-hung, lynched.” 

Writer, Jennifer Westwood  calls them the 
“stone gallows”. Altogether, during its 
three stages of construction, there were 
the outer circle of the Aubrey stones (just 
inside the ditch and bank), the 33 metre 
diameter Sarsen circle, all originally 
topped with lintels, and the inner 
Trilithons, hewn into a Bluestone 
Horseshoe. Add in the four Station 
Stones (only two remain), the Heel stone, 
and the so-called Slaughter and Alter 
stones, and you have a monument 
capable of captivating the soul, bemusing 
and confusing the mind, and feeding 
even the sceptical, materialistic spirit of 
21st century UK folk. 
 
Even today, there is still no absolute 
certainty over who built it, but carbon 
dating procedures and mathematical and 
astronomical calculations have helped. 
Many of these science based 
‘guesstimates’  have emanated from the 
distinguished minds of the likes of 

doctors and professors: Norman Lockyer, 
Alexander Thom, Richard Atkinson, Stuart Piggott 
and Gerald Hawkins. However, unlike their 
predecessors, none of them believes that the 
builders of the stone circles were Druids. But those 
builders certainly knew about astronomical 
alignment, the site being exactly on latitude 51 
degrees and 11 minutes, important for using the 
Aubrey and Station stones as a lunar and solar 
computer, according to Professor Hawkins and 
others. Modern scientific interpreters are also much 
more sceptical about how far the monument was 
ever used as a temple for sacrifice, whereas the 
likes of William Blake and William Stukely had seen 
the Druids’ connection with Stonehenge running 
like an umbilical cord. Blake wrote: “I see a wicker 
Idol woven round Jerusalem’s children.”  
 
In Bruce Garrard’s Stonehenge Solstice account, 
however, it is the nature of the ‘place’ that captures 
our imagination. Bruce recently told me that 
Stonehenge probably made the difference between 
the festival goers and Travellers of the 1970s 
onwards having an actual ‘culture’ rather than just a 
range of lifestyles. An interesting thought. I baulk 
though at the academicising of this process by the 
likes of Kevin Hetherington who came up with the 
title of a research paper: New Age Travellers: 
Heterotopic Places and Heteroclite Identities. Yes, it was good enough even to feature in 
Pseud’s Corner of the magazine Private Eye. And yes, it was talking about Stonehenge in 
particular! Kevin, in his introduction to his Year 2000 book New Age Travellers: vanloads of 
uproarious humanity, at least displays enough good humour to say, “In retrospect, it served 
me right.”  And although his is still an academic rather than journalistic read, he gets closer to 
the reality when he describes Stonehenge as, “a site of freedom, resistance and mystery” – 



basically the central icon in the lives of many of the diverse hotchpotch of young and old 
people born in a time when re-claiming a heritage has seemed of particular importance. Each 
generation makes of the stones what it will: an observatory, a temple, a festival site or a 
sacrificial altar. Andy Worthington in Stonehenge: Celebration and Subversion talks of the 
change of culture in the festival scene by 1979 when Maggie Thatcher was elected as prime 
minister: 
“…the latest impetus for revolutionary change – one that was to collide spectacularly with the 
older festival culture – was happening in the towns and cities, where the Sex Pistols’ cynical 
mottos ‘Never trust a hippie’ and ‘The only good hippie is a dead hippie’ persisted. It was only 
when the Crass Collective allied youthful energy of punk to the hippies’ purest legacy – 
anarchy – that a new synthesis occurred, the ‘rainbow punks’ who brought a new urgency to 
the festival scene.” 
 
But the Stones are immutable. Early in the 20th century Siegfried Sassoon put it well, 

“The stones remain; their stillness can outlast 
The skies of history hurrying overhead.” 

 
I think that Michael 
Balfour also makes a 
valid point when he 
says: “Perhaps the 
lasting and universal 
appeal of Stonehenge 
has something to do 
with the fact that we 
cannot be told much 
of its meaning by 
others. It is there and 
very big and old and 
doesn’t move, and yet 
still no one in the 
family can explain it, 
can 
they?…Stonehenge is 
one of the few beautiful ‘things’ in the world that delights without striving to inform; it is utterly 
defiant and we respect it for that…it is in fact a sort of religious experience.” 
 

Stoned Druids 1905? 
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